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Written by BEST-SELLING author Jennifer Jagger **WARNING: This lesbian fiction book
contains explicit descriptions of lesbian sexual acts. Intended for adults over the age of 18.**
MEGA PROMOTION FOR A VERY LIMITED TIME Get the paperback version of this BESTSELLING lesbian romance book cheaper than ever. 70% DISCOUNT! Do you enjoy steamy
sex between women? "Love Behind Bars" will not just excite you with hot lesbian erotica, but
will pull you into an intense story of life in a women's prison. Marissa, a mousy young woman,
is charged for the murder of her husband and sent to prison, where she meets her new cell
mate Jackie. Jackie is a tough looking woman who takes Marissa under her wing and becomes
her best friend. Life in prison becomes more than Marissa can bear as she deals with prison
gangs, a devious warden, and the intense sexual feeling she gets when around Jackie. Will
Marissa give into her sexual desires, or will she refuse herself this forbidden love that she feels
for her cell mate? Steamy, Romantic, and Life Enduring, "Love Behind Bars" will have you
gripping the bars until the last page. Scroll up and grab your copy TODAY before the price
increases!
This complete scorching journey of lesbian exploration between a submissive younger woman
and her husband's beautiful older boss includes a foreword from the author, a NEW epilogue,
and steamy UNCENSORED cover art.Audrey never imagined she would be seduced into a
lesbian affair by an older woman. When she met her husband's billionaire boss, Valerie, she
knew at first kiss that her life was never going to be the same. Audrey and Valerie embarked
upon a hot and stormy romance spanning the globe and ten books, plus an all new epilogue to
their erotic romance.This extravagant adventure from Korea to Monaco to Paris, France,
features shocking revelations, steamy nights, and a love that can endure a typhoon.
After volunteering for a Kinbaku exhibition, Micheleen finds that all she’d ever wanted in her
life could be given to her by one woman. When Kinbaku expert Yuriko offers her a contract to
become her main exhibition model, it also carries the terms that Michy will become her sexslave. Can Michy give away or sell everything she owns and move across country to be at
Yuriko’s every whim? Or should she stay in her boring 9-to-5 in San Francisco? Michy finds
that a new lifestyle with a new name reminds her daily of Yuriko’s wants and desires. Can this
be love and not just a job?
Come out of the closet and have fun! This coloring book contains 45 designs with inspiring and
funny quotes about lesbian life. Have a good time... and most importantly, be yourself. Lesbian
coloring book - 45 coloring pages
Lesbian Romance: 4 Volume - 4 Themed Erotic Lesbian Romance Collection. Fulfill all your
lesbian fantasies in this giant lesbian romance collection set. Plenty of lesbian romance,
lesbian sex and lesbian adventure to satisfy your every mood and preference. From tender
lesbian love to dark and tragic circumstance, this lesbian fiction collection has it all. Plus, you'll
save 60% by buying this 4 volume set vs. buying each of the collections separately! Volume 1 Lesbian Vampire Romance Collection Story #1: Bound to Budapest Story #2: Lured to The
Embrace: A Lesbian's Immortal Transformation Story #3: Confessions of Counsel: "I See
Vampires!" Story #4: When Teacher Bites: Professor's Lesbian Slut Volume 2 - Lesbian
Cowgirl Romance Collection Story #5: Cowgirl Chivalry: Erotic Mountainside Adventure Story
#6: Cowgirl Bridesmaid: Intimate Reception Rendezvous Story #7: Cowgirl Rides: Erotic Wild
West Vacation Story #8: Cowgirl Winter: One Snowy Romance Volume 3 - Lesbian Women in
Uniform Romance Collection Story #9: First Alarm Love Story #10: To Serve and Protect Story
#11: Mission Complete Story #12: Anatomy of Love Volume 4 - Lesbian Paranormal Romance
Collection Story #13: Witch's Mirror Story #14: Juice Joint Jane Story #15: Carnival Crush
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Story #16: Lesbian Love Magic: Sappho Love Potion #9 Be sure to check out Spirited Sapphire
Publishing full library of quality lesbian romance and lesbian fiction books available in both
kindle and paperback format on Amazon. Follow Spirited Sapphire Publishing: http:
//www.SpiritedSapphire.com http: //www.Pinterest.com/sapphicscribes http:
//www.Twitter.com/SapphoLove
Lesbian Sex Stories: Bondage and Domination Collection. A 5 story, 23,000 word steamy
bondage and domination lesbian sex stories collaboration. (lesbian sex story #1)Lesbian Cop:
Unlawful Strip Search This lesbian cop takes lesbian domination and lesbian discipline into her
own hands, after a bust at a private Los Angeles nightclub presents her with an opportunity for
an unlawful strip search and interrogation of one of the gorgeous party goers. Now, finding
herself in an interrogation room with an aggressive, but oh-so-hot lesbian cop, Danni gains a
whole new insight on lesbian police while undertaking an erotic assault she'll never forget.
(lesbian sex story #2)Lesbian Domination: Submitting to my Lesbian Mistress To their
unsuspecting friends, Meg and Marisa are a quiet, loving lesbian couple. Behind closed doors
however, in fact, behind a very specific closed door, this lesbian mistress and her lesbian
submissive engage in lesbian bondage and lesbian BDSM fetish play in a dungeon-like room
filled with B&D props and devices. There is no gentle lesbian bondage play happening tonight,
when mistress Marisa takes her lesbian submissive through a full round of hot lesbian rough
sex that comes to a climactic end via a ride on a very unique saddle. (lesbian sex story
#3)Lesbian Sex: Water Bondage Discipline Lesbian domination and lesbian bondage take on
new heights, when Ally, a lesbian with an insatiable appetite for fetish sex meets her match at
a popular lesbian night club in New York. Normally the dominant during lesbian domination and
submission play, Ally unexpectedly finds the sexual roles reversed when she goes home with
her new acquaintance Shane for some freaky lesbian rough sex after she is shown a thing a
two about water bondage discipline from her new lesbian domination mistress Shane. (lesbian
sex story #4)Lesbian Sex Story Short: Dial 'M' for Mistress Lesbian sex doesn't get any hotter
for Audra, a self-made successful corporate woman. Being in control of all areas of her life is
stimulating and satisfying, yet in order for Audra to be fully satisfied and stimulated in the
sexual area of her life, lesbian domination is the only thing that truly satisfies her. Audra's
personality naturally attracts submissive women as sexual lesbian partners, but it is the
mysterious entry on her phone, listed only as "M", that naturally attracts the secret submissive
side hidden within Audra. The "M" on Audra's phone is the number for her lesbian mistress,
and when Audra is in need of rough lesbian sex she makes an appointment with her sexy and
oh-so talented lesbian dominatrix. Skilled at lesbian domination, Audra's mistress commands
that she surrender all control and lose herself to full sensory stimulation. So what does Audra
do whenever she's in need of steamy submissive lesbian sex? She dials "M" for mistress!
(lesbian sex story #5)Lesbian Sex Story Short: Intern by Day, Dominatrix by Night: My Journey
into the World of Bondage and Domination My name is Katie Towler. I'm 25 years old, 5 foot 6
inches tall, slim, strong, and I was a ballet dancer in my teens. My hair has been every color
from black to blonde, and the less said about the bubble-gum pink phase in college, the better.
I've finally settled on the shade of dark brown that matches my blue eyes the best, and took my
nose piercing out about two years ago. I like movies, have a crush on the musician “Pink”, go
wild for Japanese food, and my favorite color is crimson red. The dream I've held ever since I
was 16, was to become a television producer and make the digital age's lesbian version of
“Sex in the City”. But first, I'm going to tell you the story of how I ended up having my own sex
under the city instead. My name is Katie Towler, I am a professional dominatrix, and here's a
glimpse of how I found my way into the titillating world of bondage & domination!
Sinclair Sexsmith presents a cornucopia of lesbian kink ? tantalizing tales rich in variety and
saucy details of girls put in their place ? and held there firmly. A girly-girl reaps a sweet
punishment for refusing to mess up her oh-so-pink lipstick and a well-equipped top takes
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charge. Whether readers dream of surrendering to a lover or of taking control, Say Please
offers plenty of erotic inspiration and gives readers exactly what they want! In "The Cruelest
Kind," Kiki Delovely's naughty narrator gets her just desserts from her butch girlfriend with
some fierce back alley bondage while D.L. King's domme makes her submissive strip before
un unseen audience, binds her to a bench, and gives her a good strapping in "A Public
Spectacle." Anna Watson' bored housewife gets more than she bargains for in "The Keys"
when she follows a lesbian animal trainer out to a queer bar and anything goes in Xan West's
sexy "Strong" when a transgender butch and genderqueer sub engage in some very tough
love.
Free Gift Included "When the rich Saudia chick made her offer in Vegas, that just blew me
away, and private room situation just did things to my girlfriend that I didn't believe. This was a
wonderful lesbian romance story with a real message to it. Thank you Olivia Hampshire. More
Please." Betty, Cleveland, OH "Great plot, great action. For a short story I could not ask for
more. My partner likes to read aloud with me in the evenings and lesbian romance shorts like
this really get her going. Plus, in these stories with the Lesbian Billionaire title, Debbie Brown is
just the bomb."Grace, Sante Fe, NM "I hope Olivia Hampshire just sits down and writes about
20 more of these Lesbian Billionaire short lesbian romance stories. I stay up all night on the
weekends just getting my groove on with them. Where have you been all of my life Olivia?"
Kelly, Dallas, TX "The chick had more money than all of the men in Saudi Arabia. And it was a
secret. And Debbie Brown got right to the bottom of everything and had some time for lesbian
romance along the way. I love the lesbian billionaire lady, Harriet. She is as strong as a rock.
You go girlfriend. Bring on more and keep on rockin' it hard!" Billy Ann, Santa Clara, CA
Excuse me," a beautiful Middle Eastern woman says.She has a whole group of girls standing
behind her, all with incredible bodies and all dressed in the same provocative outfit, but each in
a different color. All the girls have on a see-through mesh bikini top, a G-string thong, and a
short mesh skirt. Their high heels match the color of their dress. Each girl has a gold chain
around her stomach that matches the gold bangles in her ears, and all except for the one who
has just spoken to Debbie and Billy Ann have a sheer cloth covering their mouths, like a sexy
genie in a fantasy film. "She must be the leader of the harem," Billy Ann snickered to Debbie."I
am sorry to bother you," the leader of the group says politely. She is dressed in silver, unlike
the other girls who all have outfits in bright colors. "It is really no problem at all," Debbie
reassures her."There is someone who requests your presence on the dance floor," the girl tells
her."Me?" Debbie asks, pointing at herself.The girl shakes her head and gestures at Billy
Ann."I am happy to go, but I won't leave my friend here alone," Billy Ann tells her.The girl nods
in agreement, and she leads both woman out onto the center of the dance floor.The music
changes when they arrive, as if the DJ is in on what is about to happen. A fast-paced, rhythmic
song with the twang of a sitar in the background begins to play as the harem of veiled girls
form a circle around Billy Ann and Debbie. The silver-clad leader disappears suddenly, and the
two woman are left alone. Moving in choreograph, the harem began a sultry dance. They thrust
their hips and shook their asses as they moved around the two women in a circle.
Joy, Brookley, Prisha, and Andrea are four beautiful trophy wives who live in the same rich
neighborhood. Their days of comfort, style, companionship, and boredom were interrupted
when new neighbors moved in to the fanciest mansion in the neighborhood. Extremely unusual
neighbors. Leila and Tiara. Two women with dyed hair, body tattoos, and augmented breasts
who look like lead actresses in porn movies. The two newcomers have a dark mission and
plans for the four trophy wives. The trophy wives' seduction and total submission. The
newcomers are sadistic, cruel, into bondage and discipline, and lesbian domination of
submissive women... whether the women know or agree that they are submissive or lesbians.
Can the trophy wife friends team up to resist Leila and Tiara's temptations and manipulations
or will they fall prey to domination and ultimately become... more useful submissive creatures
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for the evil pair of dominants? In the third book, the new Mistress seductress neighbors want
more and more trophy wives to submit and want more and more from them if they do submit.
Their ambitions and expectations are overwhelming and over the top. They would like to use
the trophy wives against each other to break them down, obtain their submission, and to get
them to acknowledge Leila and Tiara as their new Mistresses. Can the trophy wives stay loyal
to themselves, to each other, and to their husbands? In the third book the full scope of the
Mistress's plans for the trophy wives are disclosed at last. The fate of each of the four trophy
wives and of the two strippers the Mistresses have acquired are revealed. Over 27,000 words,
this book contains graphic sex scenes involving sadism and masochism, bondage, oral sex,
foot fetish, anal sex, orgasm denial, spanking, sexual humiliation, pet play, bizarre sexual
devices, and interracial sex.

An irresistible tome from the insurrectionist theoretician, Hakim Bey. His incendiary
words are beautifully illustrated by the renowned collage artist Freddie Baer. The result
is a delightful compilation by two talented artists. A must read for those who have
followed their work for years. In this collection of essays, Bey expounds upon his ideas
concerning radical social reorganization and the liberation of desire. Immediatism is
another lyrical romp through intellectual corridors of spirituality and politics originally set
forth in his groundbreaking book, TAZ. A stunning achievement from this prodigious
author and scholar. "A Blake Angel on Acid."--Robert Anton Wilson
"Fascinating..."--William S. Burroughs "Exquisite..."--Allen Ginsberg
Sophie loves her Mistress, and she loves to please her. Her relationship has been
wonderful, and she enjoys being a submissive pet, but her mistress is about to throw
something new into the relationship. She instructs Sophie to please another dominant.
This isn’t really a problem, but the dominant isn’t another woman, it’s a man! A
lifelong lesbian, Sophie has never had a man, but before long, she’ll have one in more
than just one hole! In fact, her first straight sex experience is going to be a first anal sex
experience! Warning: This ebook contains very explicit descriptions of sexual activity
during a first anal sex encounter. It includes bondage, domination, submission, deep
throat, and rough sex. It is intended for mature readers who will be offended by graphic
depictions of sex acts between consenting adults.
When Melanie, a hard-working law student, meets Vanessa, a glamorous executive,
she is drawn to the enigmatic woman and the escape Vanessa offers. Soon, Melanie is
caught up in Vanessa's sensual games of submission. When ghosts from the past
reappear, both women must face their deepest fears.
Ready for these 15 stories of super sexy, hot, intense lesbian domination stories with
explicit sex? Includes Bondage, Discipline, Boss Sex, Explicit Encounters and much
more! These stories are a work of fiction and contain explicit sex scenes and are
suitable for adults only. All characters are fictional and are over 18 years old.
Lesbian Sex Stories Vol. 1 is a 18,000 word, 5 lesbian erotic shorts collection that
includes lots of hot lesbian sex, lesbian romance, lesbian domination, lesbian seduction
& even lesbian first experience. * All literary work is written by lesbians for lesbians.
Here's what you'll find inside 'Lesbian Sex Stories Vol. 1: Lavender Love Erotic Shorts
1-5' Lavender Love Erotic Short 1 - Lesbian Cop: Unlawful Strip Search This lesbian
cop takes lesbian domination & lesbian discipline into her own hands after a bust at a
private Los Angeles nightclub presents her with an opportunity for an unlawful strip
search & interrogation of one of the gorgeous party goers. Lesbian domination &
submission might be the things lesbian fantasies are made of but in the case of
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beautiful, young Danni, lesbian domination comes at the hands of a femme fatale
lesbian cop while being questioned about possible illegal activities at a private nightclub
she had attended with a friend, before the cops came & raided the place. Now, finding
herself in an interrogation room with an aggressive, but oh-so-hot lesbian cop, Danni
gains a whole new insight on lesbian police while undertaking an erotic assault she'll
never forget. Lavender Love Erotic Short 2 - Lipstick Lesbian Lust: Carnal Candied
Kisses Lesbian lust runs deep between these two lipstick lesbians & when the sexy
femmes find themselves both performing at a private & very avant-garde holiday show
for discriminating & celebrity lesbians, hot lesbian sex is all these two have on their
mind. The lesbian femmes are given the unique opportunity to dance the dance of
lesbian seduction during this unique occasion & when another performer offers up her
private hotel room to them for the remainder of the evening, hot lesbian sex is exactly
what happens....lipstick lesbian style. Lavender Love Erotic Short 3 - Lesbian
Domination: Submitting to my Lesbian Mistress Lesbian domination from her lesbian
mistress is exactly what Meg gets from her partner Marisa. Marisa is a professional
lesbian mistress & she has taught her partner Meg all about the pleasures of lesbian
submission for their sexual fetish play. To their unsuspecting friends Meg & Marisa are
a quiet, loving lesbian couple. Behind closed doors however, in fact, behind a very
specific closed door, this lesbian mistress & her lesbian submissive engage in lesbian
bondage & lesbian BDSM fetish play in a dungeon-like room filled with B&D props &
devices. There is no gentle lesbian bondage play happening tonight, when mistress
Marisa takes her lesbian submissive through a full round of hot lesbian rough sex that
comes to a climactic end via a ride on a very unique saddle. Lavender Love Erotic
Short 4 - Lesbian Romance: College Girls First Lesbian Experience Lesbian romance
blooms as these two freshman college girls find themselves sharing not only love, but
their first lesbian experience. These young college girls come to the realization of their
sexual orientation & the desire for lesbian romance and meaningful lesbian sex, while
sharing a dorm room on their college campus. At first both of these young sapphos are
too timid to share their true feelings & desires for one another, but after deciding to stay
on campus during spring break, passion prevails & these young lesbians come together
for a tender & sensual first lesbian experience. The outcome is not just of having their
first lesbian experience, but of sharing their love & commitment to each other in this
blossoming lesbian romance. Lavender Love Erotic Short 5 - Lesbian Love: Best
Friends Turned Lesbian Lovers Lesbian love can often blossom between long-time best
friends. In this tender, romantic and erotic lesbian love story, two best friends share 15
years of good, bad and crazy times with each other, until a pivotal point in one of the
friends lives reveals a opportunity for best friends to become lesbian lovers.
www.pinterest.com/sapphicscribes
Warning!!! contains intense lesbian domination & erotica A lesbian student takes
advantage of her teacher and she becomes her university sex slave, the teacher has no
power to resist
This comprehensive reader brings a social science perspective to an area hitherto
dominated by the humanities. Through it, students will be able to follow the story of how
sociology has come to engage with gay and lesbian issues from the 1950s to the
present, from the earliest research on the underground worlds of gay men to the
emergence of queer theory in the 1990s. Bringing together classic readings and the
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best work of younger scholars from all parts of the English-speaking world, this reader
will be an invaluable resource for courses at undergraduate and graduate level in all
areas of the sociology of sexuality and gender. Separate sections cover: * theoretical
foundations * identity and community making * institutions and social change *
challenges for the future. Each section begins with an introduction giving readers a brief
guide to the readings in that section, contextualises them and relates them to one
another and the book ends with an afterword by Ken Plummer summing up the present
state of play and looking forward to the future.
Meeting with her sexy professor to review a writing assignment, college student Chloe
never expected Professor Loman to offer her this kind of help! Innocent college student
Chloe can't get enough of her alluring Professor. Inexperienced as she is, she's eager
to learn how to please a sophisticated woman like Professor Loman. Soon enough,
Chloe will be dripping with need as she passes all the Professor's exams, earning the
grade - and the domme - she desires. Dominated by My Lesbian Professor is an 18+
erotic short featuring FF / Lesdom / BDSM / Bondage / Humiliation / Spanking /
Cunnilingus / Orgasm Tease and Denial / Strap-Ons / Anal /
Offers a comprehensive guide to lesbian sex, discussing techniques, intimacy, health
issues, and sex toys.
A nearly 31,000 word extravaganza of depravity, twisted seduction, BDSM, spanking,
sexual lactation, and a multitude of orgasms.Mindy Short, dominant freshman lesbian
seductress, successfully tamed her roommate and made her into her human pet.Then
she followed that with the seduction of the college Director of Housing, the MILF Mrs.
Joan Greenway.When Joan was in an extremely compromising sexually dominated
situation in her office, Joan's lovely Administrative Assistant, Aubree, walked in on
her....Joan Greenway's worry about getting fired over what Aubree saw turned into a
bigger worry when Mindy Short ordered her to seduce Aubree. Aubree is married with a
toddler daughter who she still breast feeds. What Mindy wants Mindy usually gets. Joan
succeeded in seducing Aubree with orgasmic results.This drew Aubree into Mindy's
web of control. Aubree discovered Joan was "Pet Joannie" to Mindy, one of her human
pets and that Mindy wanted Aubree to be one as well. A human cow!At the end of Part I
of "Taking Over Aubree" it was clear Mindy had many more plans for Aubree's wicked
sexual usage and plans for her milk supply. It was also clear Aubree was not
comfortable moving forward as a sexual lesbian animal for a cruel youngster like Mindy.
In fact, she was determined to stop what was happening. Now someone will win and
someone will lose....
Quinn has been working on the promotion of her dreams for years. As a project
manager, she's pulled extra hours going above and beyond. Just when it seems like
she's almost there, she nearly has a nervous break-down from the stress. She has to
figure out a way to blow off steam, or everything she's worked for will unravel.Quinn
starts to wonder how her beautiful co-worker Estelle deals with the same work stress
and simultaneously keeps it all together. The answer surprises Quinn, and she soon
finds herself in the lifestyle of bondage and submission.As one of Mistress Jade's subs,
she realizes that handing the reins of power over to someone else for a change feels
amazing! With each session, Quinn's iron walls start to crumble. She's handling work
better. She's entertaining ideas of relationships she would never have thought possible.
She's finally allowing herself to have a good balance between her personal and work
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life.Then Quinn is faced with the dilemma of choosing between love and life, or her
career. It will be the hardest decision she's ever had to make, and if she doesn't choose
right, it could cost her everything she's built up for herself, including her beloved
Mistress Jade.***This book contains explicit bondage and submission (BDSM) sex
scenes between women who identify as bisexual or lesbian. If you find this content
offensive, please do not buy this book.***
Emma moved to Chicago to start over. When she lands a job working for the beautiful,
demanding Lillian White, she realizes that she might be in over her head. Soon, Emma
and Lillian find themselves embroiled in a scorching-hot forbidden affair. When things at
the office start to unravel, they are forced to make some difficult decisions.
The worst day Megan has ever had is about transform her life in ways she never
believed possible. Megan, a long-haired femme lesbian with beautiful pale skin and
chestnut brown hair, is having a very loud and public fight with her soon to be exgirlfriend when a woman on a motorcycle comes to her rescue. Against her better
judgement, Megan hops on, and they ride off into the setting sun. Stevie, a handsome
African-American butch lesbian with a lock of blonde hair curling out of the front of her
helmet, loves rescuing damsels in distress. Sometimes, she just gives them a ride
home when they need it. Sometimes she ties them up in her playroom when they are
both ready to have some fun. At first, Megan is terrified of Stevie's playroom, but soon
admits that BDSM is something she's always wanted to try. Stevie is initially willing to
give Megan a chance, but isn't sure about playing as hard as she really wants to with a
total newbie. Together they explore Megan's limits as well as Stevie's and discover that
true love requires knowing yourself most of all. This lesbian BDSM contemporary love
story includes numerous scenes of graphic sex and is intended for adults only.
Lesbian Sex Stories: 30 Steamy Sapphire Sex Tales (The Complete 2012-2013
Spirited Sapphire Catalog). Do you like your lesbian sex stories tender, frisky, rough,
raunchy or taboo? In this complete 2 season lesbian sex stories collection, you can
have your lesbian sex fantasy any way you like it. Every single piece of Spirited
Sapphire Publishing literary works are written by women, for women, whether lesbian,
bisexual, bi-curious, or even straight. Of course, male readers are welcome to enjoy our
titillating lesbian sex stories as well. This 2 season collection includes all the lesbian
sex stories from: Lavender Love Diaries Vol. 1 - Lesbian Sex Fantasies Lavender Love
Diaries Vol. 2. - Lesbian Taboo Lesbian Sex Stories: Love and Seduction Collection
Lesbian Sex Stories: Bondage and Domination Collection Lesbian Sex Stories:
Lavender Love Erotic Shorts Volumes 1-5 Here is a list of all the steamy individual
lesbian sex stories you'll find inside. Story 1 - Open Relationship Story 2 - Sensual
Massage Story 3 - Last Call Story 4 - Intimate Counseling Story 5 - Strap-On Fun Story
6 - Mardi Gras Story 7 - Personal Trainer Story 8 - May I See Your License Story 9 Office Romance Story 10 - Escort Story 11- The Watcher Story 12 - Lap Dance Story
13 - Annual Check-Up Story 14 - Submissive Play Story 15 - Sister-in-Law Story 16 Pagan Pleasures Story 17 - Camp Counselor Training Story 18 - Glamour Shots Story
19 - Food Play Story 20 - Couple Swap Story 21 - Lesbian Love: Best Friends Turned
Lesbian Lovers Story 22 - Lipstick Lesbian Lust: Carnal Candied Kisses Story 23 Lesbian Romance: College Girls First Lesbian Experience Story 24 - Lesbian Sex:
Cowgirl Seduction at the Wild West Ranch Story 25 - Lesbian Adventure in the Sky:
Sappho Seduction into the Mile High Club Story 26 - Lesbian Cop: Unlawful Strip
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Search Story 27 - Lesbian Domination: Submitting to my Lesbian Mistress Story 28 Lesbian Domination: Water Bondage Discipline Story 29 - Dial "M" for Mistress Story 30
- Intern by Day-Dominatrix by Night: My Journey into the World of Bondage and
Domination Includes Excerpt from: Lesbian Fiction-Dark Theme Series - Vampira:
Blood, Lust and Murder (Book 1) Follow Spirited Sapphire Publishing: http:
//www.spiritedsapphire.com http: //www.pinterest.com/sapphicscribes http:
//www.twitter.com/SapphoLove
When Sister Collette witnesses two nuns engaging in a forbidden lesbian encounter,
she is both stunned and aroused. Soon the novice nun is drawn into a web of wild sex
and untamed passions, a secret world of depravity that reaches the highest levels in
her sleepy monastery. But unknown to the other nuns, Sister Collette harbours a dark
secret: deep within her is a wild beast that craves sexual gratification and pleasure of
any kind, and it will not rest until her thirst for sin and debauchery has been quenched.
The Whole Lesbian Sex BookA Passionate Guide for All of Us
Warning!!! contains intense lesbian domination & erotica Mary starts her first day as a
teacher at a university and a lesbian student takes a liking to her and decides to teach
her a lesson of her own
Warning! Contains Intense Lesbian Domination! The escapades of Ms. Tay and Tasha
are not a typical love story. Their story covers Tasha's time with Tay at Ragsdale. She
is a 19-year-old who comfortable with her sexuality, and Ms. Tay draws her in for a wild
ride. Adding to the excitement of their affair a third party is added. This is a lusty tale of
three women who have a good but not so quiet time. Panties not recommended.
Contains: Lesbian Domination Lesbian Sex Slave Lesbian BDSM Lesbian Slave
? INTRODUCTION: Get 10 of Sarah Pain's best-selling stories in one exclusive bundle.
This anthology has stories that have never been published in any other collection!
Stories in this Collection are Very Hot and Seductive beyond what you would expect
from typical lesbian romance short stories collection. This amazing Lesbian Short
Stories contains TONS of romantic, steamy and highly passionate sexual encounters
that you would definitely LOVE to read again and again for experiencing abundance of
PLEASURE like never before. This book includes ten lesbian stories: BECOMING A
LESBIAN, ASIN: B08HVF2CQY GOOD FRIENDS, ASIN: B08GCTS3LT LET BE
ADULTS, ASIN: B08HS9HHLX MASSAGE EXPERIENCE, ASIN: B08JH6GBNX
MORE FUN LOSING, ASIN: B08KFGNWFM MY SEDUCTION EXPERIENCE, ASIN:
B08JHCN7HT NEW WORLD, ASIN: B08KDY937X SEDUCTION OF MY COWORKER,
ASIN: B08J7DXYPD TO LOVE LESBIAN LADIES, ASIN: B08J7NC9HN VIRGIN
WHITE WIND, ASIN: B08HVMB3W8 ? GENRE: Lesbian / LGBT ? WARNING: This
Book contains mature language and content intended for 18+ readers only! ? Take
advantage of the new releases in this bundle and enjoy big savings today! All stories
are available for purchase individually and some are in Kindle Unlimited for free.
Can Megan's charm melt the heart of her Ice Queen boss, the Headmistress? A hot,
Age Gap, Ice Queen lesbian romance from exciting new lesfic author, Emily Hayes.
*Includes explicit scenes involving BDSM* Megan is a struggling single mom who lies
on her resume to get a job in a school as Personal Assistant to demanding
Headmistress, Deborah Stewart. All Megan wants is to create a better life for her
daughter. Nothing Megan does is ever good enough to please Ms Stewart. But, there is
something about the way that Ms Stewart treats Megan, that makes Megan begin to
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wonder if she secretly likes being ordered around and made to wait. Can Megan thaw
her boss's icy heart and find a way to indulge her new fantasies?
A scorching age-gap ice-queen romance with a happy ending. TARA
STAUDENMAIERCollege student Tara Staudenmaier will do anything for her family.
When medical debt looms, she doesn't hesitate to do whatever it takes.Even if it means
putting herself - and her inexperience in love - up on the auction block.She only asks
that nobody discover her biggest secret. The reason she's gone gray at twenty and now
has something to offer a would-be suitor looking for a month-long affair. ASTRID
EVANSTwo years after the death of her husband, Astrid is used to the jokes and jeers
from the peerage. Everyone knows she's a trophy wife who received the inheritance of
a lifetime.But it didn't come without a price. Traumatized by her former experiences,
Astrid now spends her nights subjecting herself to the same events that once changed
her life. That's how she discovers Tara, a young and naïve woman who will be chewed
up by the same system that stole Astrid's own youth. THE ONLY KEY... IS
HYPOCRISYWhen Tara arrives at Evans Manor for a month of companionship, Astrid
rejects their mutual attraction, if only to sleep better at night.Soon, she can't sleep at all.
The electric chemistry between Astrid and Tara is unlike anything to hit the quiet
country manor. While Tara explores what it means to fall in love and indulge in her
lifelong fantasies, Astrid confronts the nightmares that have turned her into the ice-cold
queen of her fortress. Everything she needs is within grasp - yet she denies it.Until she
can't anymore, and all hell breaks loose.
Joy, Brookley, Prisha, and Andrea are four beautiful trophy wives who live in the same
rich neighborhood. Their days of comfort, style, companionship, and boredom are
interrupted when a vehicle with darkly tinted windows begins stalking them. Then new
neighbors move in to the fanciest mansion in the neighborhood. Extremely unusual
neighbors. Two women who look like leading actresses in porn. The two newcomers
have a dark mission and plans for the four trophy wives. The trophy wives' seduction
and total submission. The newcomers are into sadism and masochism, bondage and
discipline, and lesbian domination of submissive women... whether the women know or
agree that they are submissive. Can the trophy wife friends team up to foil the
newcomer's manipulations or will they fall prey to domination and ultimately become...
more useful submissive creatures for the evil pair of dominants? Over 25,000 words,
this book contains graphic sex scenes involving oral, anal, spanking, humiliation, foot
fetish, bizarre sexual devices, and interracial sex.
The House of Romance Blockbuster Books Grace and Claudia are lovers and very
good business women. They own a beautiful, resort hotel on the beach, 30 miles from
Barcelona, Spain. The most beautiful women in the world go their to change their lives
and enjoy themselves and others. Very strange things happen in this place. You won ?t
believe it. You will laugh, you will cry. Includes Just for Fun Finding My Self College
Girls Party Vacation The Ride to Joy My Dream Girl Leaving West Virginia The Special
She Loved Me Hooked Up Eat me Well and more..................... Warning! If you start
reading, you won ?t be able to stop. Click the buy now button and enjoy yourself.
"Olivia, I bought your House of Romance Super Bundle and I thought I would save it
and read one story a day for about a week. I thought I would spread it out. That did not
happen. I started reading Saturday night and I could not stop. I read and read and read
and read and suddenly, I was on Part 16. My partner showed up coming home from
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work very late that night and read with me for the last two. She had no problem jumping
in because of the way you have set up the books. I like that you do not have to read
these lesbian romance stories in order. What a blast! Thank you Olivia!" Grace,
Chicago, IL " I read 'Just for Fun,' of course, that being the first part of the series. I
thought I might have to read from one story to the next to the next to know what was
going on. I was reading another lesbian romance series, and if you missed one
episode, you were all messed up. Your series, 'The House of Romance,' is very
different from any I have ever read. For me I could skip around and always know what
was going on from one story to another. Plus, each story has a different view on life,
and some kind of message. I really like that with the very naughty stuff you have in
there too. Lots of that." Rose, Montgomery, AL "All that I can ask is, when are you
coming out with the next House of Romance book? Eight Olivia Hampshire, lesbian
romance stories are not enough!" Judy, Puerto Vallarta, MX "I just loved all of your
House of Romance pieces of work. You just take lesbian romance stories to a differnent
level. Sure, I ?m a lesbian, but many of these writers write like all I want to read about is
stupid stuff that goes on in New York or Los Angeles and stupid people having sex for
no reason. I liked your messages about life and life's challenges. You have women in
your stories from all walks of life and professions. Thank you Olivia, please don't come
out of your house, just write and write and write some more." Beverly, Cedar City, UT
Lesbian Romance First time Lesbian Lesbian Fiction Lesbian Mystery Lesbian Comedy
A billionaire executive. Her glamorous fashion designer girlfriend. Together, they're
determined to make one unassuming woman theirs. For florist Chloe Campbell, life isn't
all sunshine and roses. Deep in debt and haunted by a past she's desperate to leave
behind, she can barely keep her little flower shop running. So when Mistress Media
executive Gabrielle Hall strolls into Chloe's shop and hires her for her company's event,
Chloe jumps at the opportunity. She's irrevocably drawn to the tantalizingly beautiful
woman. And when she comes face to face with Dana Obi, Gabrielle's girlfriend, Chloe
is drawn to her too. A world-renowned fashion designer, Dana is just as beautiful, just
as elegant, and just as enticing as Gabrielle. Both women possess one characteristic
that makes Chloe weak-they like to take control. They want Chloe. And they'll do
whatever it takes to get her. Swept into a whirlwind of romance and sensual delights
beyond her wildest fantasies, Chloe is unable to resist falling for her two Mistresses. As
their relationship deepens, all three women begin to wonder if the love they've been
searching for is within their grasp, but secrets and past shadows stand in the way. Can
Dana and Gabrielle do what it takes to make Chloe theirs for good?
Liv called her hunger the Void, a bottomless pit of sexual desperation. She thought she
knew it, and herself. Until a night with Cassandra silenced it. And brought out
something in Liv she didn’t think possible: submission. One taste of that, and Liv
wanted more. But Cassandra isn’t an easy dominant, and her demands aren’t simple.
She expects Liv to earn her way into her good graces, too follow her every command
and whim. How many hurdles must Liv jump before she can kneel before Cassandra?
Before Cassandra will lay claim to her? Just what will it take to become Cassandra’s
“L?” And, if Liv achieves it, will the outcome be all she’s hoped for? Find out in a
timeless tale, retold. Find out in Story of L. Winner, Lesbian Erotica, 2011 Lambda
Literary Awards “This is a story with some real depth to it, one that forces us to explore
our own ideas of dominance and submission, even as Liv learns about hers.” —Sally
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Bend, reviewer, Bending the Bookshelf
When Debs discovers her husband is having an affair with a woman she finds herself
attracted to, it makes her question her very self ...
Three all-girl series, in one big, bountiful collection! HER FIRST WOMAN – SERIES 1
Let’s get something straight…said none of these girls, ever! Whether it’s the badlybehaved boss, the curious flatmate, the best friend or the taboo younger woman…every
girl in this bundle gets exactly what she’s always wanted. Even if she never knew she
wanted it. QUICK, SLICK & LONGING TO LICK These kitties are all about curiosity…
Married, single, or in between…every girl needs some girl-time. Whether they’re giving
or receiving, experienced or innocent, being pampered or being punished, these
women waste no time getting down to the business of pleasure. Never send a boy to do
a girl’s job. HER FIRST WOMAN – SERIES 2 They’re all curves, and no balls! From
the coffee shop to the college campus, from home town to Hollywood, from the ranch to
the suburbs…see what happens when girls really open up to each other. Strap in for six
more tales of sweet and spicy lust!
Warning!!! contains intense lesbian domination & erotica The matriarchal Vampire
mistress controls and dominates her lesbian vampire slaves, see how far she takes
them Get a free erotic eBook here: http: //www.AliciaCastelle.com
Beth's hottest fantasy was fulfilled last night: two dominant dykes used her as their
submissive little toy. Now, she's tied to a chair with her own thong, and her strict,
demanding Mistress wants her to write about it! Can Beth complete her steamy
assignment before her spank-happy Mistress gets too impatient? Warning: ADULTS
ONLY! At 6,077 words, this ubersexy story will leave you steamy and moaning for
more. EXCERPT: When I opened the door, your eyes were as hot on my body as I’d
pictured in my imagination. My whole world was you as you grabbed me roughly by my
hair and hotly kissed me with brazen passion, your tongue stabbing my mouth, your
hands skimming greedily down my silk-clad curves. Only as I was gasping for breath
after you let me go and swept by me abruptly into my apartment, did I notice that you
weren’t alone! She stood there in the hall, a smug, knowing smirk on her beautiful face.
It brought a hot blush to my face knowing she’d been there the whole time. Her clothes
looked as expensive and well-made as the ones you’d sent me to wear that evening,
and only slightly less provocative. Her chestnut curls cascaded down her body,
brushing the sides of her breasts, encased in a tightly laced corset. Her legs and hips
looked absolutely poured into shiny latex leggings. I didn’t think it was possible for
another woman as gorgeous as you to love women; but yet again, you’ve proven me
wrong beyond my wildest dreams. She kept her eyes on me as she strode past me into
my apartment, grabbing me by my wrist as she went, dragging me in and slamming the
door. I felt my cheeks grow hot again as she boldly groped me, right there in front of
you! She hadn’t even told me her name; she hadn’t even said a word to me, yet here
she was, her hands everywhere, and you watching us like a hawk! I was quivering with
desire, humiliation, and shock. I couldn’t believe it, and it was better than I’d ever
pictured. The night could have ended like that and I could die happy, but you, you had
so much more in store for me.
'Souhami is an exceptionally witty and original biographer' Sunday Times, on Wild Girls.
'Souhami has a Midas touch with words. Her narrative sparkles' Nigel Nicolson, Sunday
Telegraph, on Mrs Keppel and Her Daughter. The extraordinary story of how a singular
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group of women in a pivotal time and place – Paris, Between the Wars – fostered the
birth of the Modernist movement. Sylvia Beach, Bryher, Natalie Barney, and Gertrude
Stein. A trailblazing publisher; a patron of artists; a society hostess; a groundbreaking
writer. They were all women who loved women. They rejected the patriarchy and made
lives of their own – forming a community around them in Paris. Each of these four
central women interacted with a myriad of others, some of the most influential, most
entertaining, most shocking and most brilliant figures of the age. Diana Souhami
weaves their stories into those of the four central women to create a vivid moving
tapestry of life among the Modernists in pre-War Paris.
Lisa and Rebecca have been super close friends forever. Both are single freelancers in
their early 30s and frequenlty meetup for lunch dates. One cold, winter afternoon, close
to Christmas, they arrange to go out for evening cocktails. If they knew that afternoon
what the night would bring, would they have gone? One might have..., the other....I'm
not so sure! Both were flustered with deep-seated questions. Neither were sure talking
about it would bring the relationship back to what it once was or at least what they
thought it was. Did they secretly crave more? Were they just going to blame it on the
alcohol and move on? The question they both keep asking themselves, is not the
question they should have asked! Do they want their mid-day lunches back or do they
want their steamy evenings? Neither know what they want, but they both know, they
can't ignore their awakening!
"It's the ultimate fantasy of reading, anything is possible." - TLBC preview reader"As hot
as is gets. Period." - TLBC preview readerI have all that money can buy. Power, sexy
women, and toys. All kinds of toys. Everything is perfect, or at least it is until the
exclusive Lesbian Billionaires Club I belong to gives me an ultimatum-stop the revolving
door of women or leave the group. Insisting I settle down is crossing the line, and I want
none of it. At least until she comes into my life. Suddenly someone I crave, a woman I
can't stop thinking about, that I must have for my own. I won't take no for an
answer.The Lesbian Billionaires Club is a standalone romance with a happy ending. It's
the first in the TLBC series and introduces the members of the club. You can read it on
its own, but you'll want to read the others once you get a taste of the lesbian
billionaires.
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